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University enrollment 
exceeds state ceiling 
By Cindy Smercina 
Staff Report* 
Winter quarter enrollment at the 
University increased S17 over figures 
for the same period last year. 
But the University's main campus 
enrollment now stands at 15,930, 
almost 1,000 students over the 
enrollment ceiling dictated by the 
state board of regents. Exceeding the 
enrollment ceiling hurts the University 
financially. 
The Ohio Board of Regents awards 
operating subsidies to state institutions 
based on the university's Full-Time 
Equivalency (FTE) enrollment. 
FTE IS computed by dividing the 
total number of credit hours generated 
by Ohio residents by IS, the average 
student class load. 
The University's enrollment ceiling 
is 15,000. Students above that number 
are not subsidized by the state. 
"For all those students that are over 
the ceiling, we get only student fees, 
said Glenn Van Wormer, assistant vice 
president of resource planning. 
Undergraduates pay $630 a year in 
instructional fees. The state supplies 
about $1,500 a year for each 
undergraduate within the enrollment 
ceiling. Thus, the University receives 
only about one fourth the money for 
students above the ceiling as it does 
for those within the 15,000 limit. 
Subsidies vary slightly for graduate 
and other specialized programs. 
"IT REALLY doesn't behoove us to 
go over our ceiling," said Cary Brewer, 
director of registration. "We're not 
trying to expand, but we want to be 
fair to everyone who wants to attend 
the University." 
He attributed the increase in winter 
quarter enrollment to the large 
number of students graduating from 
high school in 197S and the high cost 
of private colleges and universities. 
"Every (state) school in the state of 
Ohio saw an increase in enrollment 
over the past year," Brewer said. 
KENT STATE university and Ohio 
University, plagued by severe 
enrollment drops in recent years, also 
showed slight increases. "But they're 
nowhere near what they were three or 
four yean ago," Brewer said. 
The University's fall enrollment 
figures also showed a similar increase. 
Brewer said he also expects spring 
quarter enrollment to slightly exceed 
that of 1975. The College of 
education continues to be the 
University's largest, with 4.671 
students. 
Firelands Campus in Huron also 
showed a winter quarter enrollment 
increase of II per cent. This quarter 
951 students are enrolled there, 
compared with 860 a year ago. 
An 
Independent 
Student 
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Police advisory panel 
considers new bullets 
Cor pool? Students pull, grab and bite each other, all for the sake of nostalgia, as part of the University's '50s week celebration. When all the bodies were untangled, a total of 21 somewhat squashed participants were counted. (Newsphoto by Rob Yeager) 
By James Sluzewskl 
Staff Reporter 
Should University Police adopt the 
use of a bullet different from the type 
used now? 
That is the question facing the 
ammunitions subcommittee of the 
University Police-Community Advisory 
Committee. The answer is not a 
particularly easy one. 
At a meeting of the advisory 
committee yesterday, the 
subcommittee submitted their report, 
which was developed after eight 
months of research by the group. 
THE REPORT compared a 
158-grain round-nosed bullet, similiar 
to the one currently used by the 
campus police force, and a .38 caliber, 
110-grain hollow-point jacketed bullet, 
the type being considered as a 
replacement for the one currently in 
use. 
Facts for the comparison came from 
a report made for the Denver Police 
Department by the University of 
Colorado's   Institute   of   Behavioral 
Africans support Soviet faction 
By The Associated Press 
The Organization of African Unity 
(OAU) has recognized the 
Soviet-backed faction as the sole 
government of war-torn Angola. 
OAU chairman Idi Amin said 
yesterday. The move handed 
Western-supported factions a 
diplomatic defeat on top of battlefield 
reverses. 
Amin, president of Uganda, 
announced at a cabinet meeting 
yesterday in Kampala that his country 
had become the 26th of the OAlTs 46 
members to recognize the government 
formed by the Popular Movement 
(MPLA). The MPLA is fighting two 
Western-aided factions in Angola - the 
National Union (UNITA) and the 
National Front (FNLA) - for control 
of the former Portuguese colony. 
AMIN, in a broadcast by Uganda 
radio that was monitored in Nairobi, 
said recognition by a majority of OAU 
member states automatically settled 
the question of which faction 
legitimately represents Angola in 
international affairs. 
The diplomatic defeat for UNITA 
and FNLA followed a series of 
battlefield reverses ai the hands of 
Soviet-equipped MPLA forces led by 
11,000 Cuban troops. UNITA has 
confirmed the fall of Huambo. its 
capital in South Central Angola, and 
the FNLA has virtually been pushed 
out of Angola in the north. 
Jane Bergerol ol the London 
Financial Times reported from Luanda 
that the MPLA was driving toward 
Luso. in East Central Angola, and south 
along the coast to the ports of Lobito 
and Benguela. She said if the 
two-prong advance was successful, 
"there appears a strong likelihood that 
the FNLAUNITA forces inside 
Angola will collapse." 
The Western-backed forces have 
been supplied by the United States, 
South Africa, Zaire and Zambia and 
have several hundred European 
mercenaries fighting for them. 
In Washington. President Ford was 
quoted by the Washington Star as 
saying congressional refusal to support 
his request for American aid to Angola 
demonstrates that "they've lost their 
guts " 
FORD LATER signed a SI 12.3 
billion defense appropriation act to 
finance defense activities through 
Sept. 30 and said he was "deeply 
disappointed that the Congress has 
acted in this bill to deprive people of 
Angola of the assistance needed to 
resist Soviet and Cuban military 
intervention in their country. .." 
In New York, black leader Roy 
Innis called on President Ford and 
Congress to send jet planes, 
helicopters, tanks and rockets to the 
forces fighting the Soviet-backed 
faction. 
City safety director's job cut 
By Gail Hants 
StafT Reporter 
Fire Chief Howard Rutter should 
have one less thing on his mind with 
the abolishment of his job as the dty's 
safety director. 
"It was abolished because it was 
unnecessary." Mayor Alvin Perkins 
said. "Wesley Hoffman (municipal 
administrator) has taken over the 
duties of safety director, which is 
possible under our charter." , 
Perkins said one favorable aspect ol 
local government is that many city 
jobs can be combined and 
interchanged, as in this case. He said 
Hoffman also has assumed the duties 
of director of public works since 
former Mayor Charles Bartlett 
terminated the position Dec. 31. 
According to the city's 
administrative code, the safety 
director holds an administrative 
position involving the direction of 
police and fire departments. He also is 
Inside the News  
The University Ice Arena is 
primarily known as a hockey 
house, holding a capacity crowd 
on weekends-crowds that show 
up to cheer wildly for the icers. 
Bnt the Ice Arena has many more 
functions. Mindy Milligan and 
Mary Higgins take a look at some 
of these (left) on page frre. 
Peter t-rampton entertained 
about 4,500 University rock fans 
Sunday night at Anderson Arena, 
-and one of those in attendance 
was Newt reviewer David 
Fandray. His view of the concert 
can be found on page seven. 
The injury-riddled Falcon 
basketball squad begins its 
"rematch"     season     tonight    at 
Ceatral Michigan in a 
Mid-American Conference 
contest Read Dick Rees' preview 
on page ten. 
in charge of records, communications 
services and departmental training 
activities. 
PERKINS SAID Police Chief 
Colburn Schall and Rutter now will 
serve as safety directors for their 
departments. Rutter served as city 
safety director for the last three yean, 
he said. 
Rutter was violating the city's 
charter when he held the appointed 
position of safety director and the civil 
service position of fire chief, Perkins' 
said. He stressed that although Rutter 
held the jobs illegally, it was not a 
criminal offense. 
"No one knew it was illegal until I 
asked Mr. Cheetwood (then city 
attorney) to look into the legality of 
the matter last year." he said. 
The problem then could have been 
corrected by council's vote to amend 
the charter, Perkins said. This was not 
done, however, because the 
discrepancy was discovered just before 
last year's elections. He said that if 
Mayor Bartlett had been reelected, 
council probably would have voted to 
allow Rutter to continue both jobs. 
RUTTER was unpaid for serving as 
safety director, Perkins said. He said 
he thinks it is unfair not to pay 
persons for their work. 
"A lot of people said we did away 
with the position because they think 
Howard and I don't get along," 
Perkins said. "That's not true, there 
are no problems between Howard and 
I." 
Rutter said he did not think 
abolishing his job was a political move. 
He said he had taken the safety 
director's position at no increase in 
salary because he wanted to do all he 
could for the city. He saw the position 
as an extension of the fire chiefs job. 
he said. 
When Perkins made the decision to 
combine the jobs of municipal 
administrator and city safety director, 
Rutter said he was saddened because 
he no longer would be able to serve 
the city in a dual capacity. 
Perkins said he trunks Rutter did an 
excellent job as safety director. But 
now that Rutter has only one job, he 
will be able to devote more time to the 
fire chiefs duties, he added. 
HE SAID he is in favor of creating 
and abolishing some city positions to 
better serve the community. He said 
city officials are investigating the 
possibility of hiring a street 
commissioner. 
If this position is created, he said, it 
would not add to the city's expenses. 
Perkins said retiring City Inspector 
Francis McPherson's salary could be 
put toward the street commissioner's 
salary. 
Weather 
Mostly cloudy tod cooler 
today. Highs in the mid and upper 
30s. Partly cloudy tonight, lows in 
the 20a. Variable cloudiness 
tomorrow. Highs in the upper 30s 
and low 40s Probability of 
precipitation 20 per cent today 
and tonight. 
Science after a Denver policeman was 
shot fatally while on duty, said Dr. 
Thomas Klein, associate professor of 
English and chairman of the 
ammunitions subcommittee. 
The hollow-point bullets being 
considered for use would have a 
greater effect on the person being shot 
but would decrease the possibility of 
bystanders being injured by 
ricocheting bullets when compared to 
the bullet currently in use. according 
to Dr. Klein and other members of the 
subcommittee present at the meeting. 
THE BULLET being considered also 
would be able to more effectively stop 
a fleeing assailant, they argued. 
A controversy surrounding the 
possible change in bullets is that a gun 
has not been discharged by a 
University Police officer in more than 
five years. 
UNIVERSITY Police Chief Dale 
Shaffer, however, said the officers' 
guns are used for other purposes. 
"The policemen use their guns for 
felony arrests, including one this year 
already," Shaffer said. 
He added that a gun also was 
needed by an officer this year when a 
man stopped in a stolen car was found 
to be carrying a loaded revolver in his 
back pocket. 
MANY OF Shaffer's arguments 
came after inferences by two 
committee members that police should 
not carry guns. 
Shaffer refuted those arguments by 
saying that if a situation calling for the 
use of guns occurred at the University, 
city or county law enforcement 
officers with firearms would have to 
be called in. He said that would hurt 
more than help the University. 
One advisory committee member, 
Robert Slauson. cited his experience in 
the Vietnam war as an argument 
against the use of the newly proposed 
bullets. 
SLAUSON said the rounded bullets 
now in use will go through a person 
after being shot, thus doing a minimal 
amount of harm to the victim. On the 
other hand, he said, the hollow-headed 
bullets being considered will stay in 
the body and cause more severe 
damage. 
Slauson added that the round-nosed 
bullet used now will crack a bone if it 
hits one, while the .38 caliber bullet 
will shatter the bone inside the body 
and do more harm than the bullet 
itself. 
Stephania Gross, assistant professor 
ol tomance languages, and a 
subcommittee member said the 
difference in the old and new bullets is 
simply theoretical, because guns rarely 
are used here adding that the new 
bullet would be little more than a 
public relations tool for Univeristy 
Police. 
Shaffer replied by saying the new 
style bullets would be an "insurance 
policy" for police officers, adding that 
|h«y will have the weapon there If it is 
needed. 
A FINAL decision by the 
committee is expected at its meeting 
Tuesday. From there the committee's 
report and/or recommendation will be 
considered by Shaffer and George 
Postich. vice president for operations, 
who are faced with the final decision. 
Until then, the subcommittee will 
be looking for student input on the 
change in bullets. 
Howard Rutter 
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earthquake relief 
requires student aid 
College students lead the easy life. We sit in our comfortable dorm 
rooms and cozy apartments, bemoaning the tragedies of food prices 
in the Union and hassles at the Registrar's Office. Sheltered and 
protected from worldwide problems of hunger and strife, we spend 
numerous hours spouting off about the latest basketball scores and 
concert personalities, oblivious to the severity of international crises. 
There was an earthquake in Guatemala recently, but how many of 
us gave it more thought than the time it took to read the news story? 
About 1 5.000 people were killed, another 37,000 injured and nearly 
400,000 left homeless in the wake of the disaster. Yet all we can 
muster up in the way of sympathy is a shake of the head and a sigh. 
There is a way to show compassion for the helpless victims of the 
Guatemalan earthquake and provide some relief from their plight. It 
does not require much effort and you can return to monumental 
campus discussions in no time. 
The American Red Cross is accepting money to support 
Guatemalan rescue efforts. A one dollar donation here will provide 
about five dollars worth of goods and services there, according to 
Seville Tashjian, Red Cross coordinator for Wood County. 
Contributions should be sent to The American Red Cross. Central 
American Earthquake Relief, 150 Corral Ave., Bowling Green. 
Venture from your ivory towers and give some consideration to 
others in need with a check to the Red Cross. 
campaign clean-up 
The Student Government Association (SGA) elections are over, 
but to look at the.bulletin boards and hallways throughout campus, 
you'd never know it. The University still is covered with a barrage of 
campaign posters, and it's about time the candidates take down the 
lit(t)crature which they so eagerly put up. 
Each year the supposedly civic-minded students who run for SGA 
positions somehow become apathetic to the appearance of the 
University the morning after the election. They seem to forget that 
bulletin boards have other purposes than serving as convenient rest 
stops for campaign signs, and that the walls in most University 
buildings usually are not decoratively wallpapered with "Vote for 
Mickey Bitzko for SGA Senator" posters. 
Here is a challenge to all SGA candidates, both winners and losers. 
Prove that your campaign slogans of increased concern for students 
were not empty words. Take down the eyesores which students 
tolerated during the election and do them and the maintenance 
personnel a big favor. 
~1 
LeiTers 
class 
cancelled? 
Presidents Day; Hmmm, observed 
by most government institutions 
including the U.S. Postal Service, Ohio 
State University and Bowling Green 
State University! 
I suppose the majority of you 
reading this newspaper would disagree 
with me; insisting that BGSU does not 
get Presidents Day off. How do you 
know.' Moie than likely it was from 
mere rumor or you either searched and 
hunted out the official truth on your 
own time. Is this the way a university 
is run? What gives the University the 
right lo keep students in "limbo" 
concerning such important 
information? 
Although BGSU does play an 
important part in my life, it is 
certainly not my total purpose for 
living. I do not attend classes 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week! I have 
obligations and responsibilities other 
than college. How does BGSU expect 
the student body to disregard previous 
commitments on such a short notice - 
that is, if any notice is given at all. 
I PHONED Hollis Moore, president 
of BGSU, concerning whether we had 
classes or not on Presidents Day. 
Believe it, or not, he said he has no 
information on it and does not know 
one way or the other! He says he 
doesn't believe any changes in the 
calendar year have been made, or that 
he has nol heard about them if they 
have been made. 
Come on now.. .when the president 
of (he University does not know if any 
changes in the calendar year have been 
made, how can anyone expect the 
students to know? 
It is the student's right to know if 
any amendments have been made in 
the calendar year. Specifically, an 
amendment which has so much impact 
on the individual student. 
Calendar dates are established at 
least two months before that 
particular quarter begins. There was 
certainly enough time to notify the 
students ■- who, I might add, pay a lot 
of money to attend this University. 
All information sent to me 
regarding   when   classes   will   be   in 
session for winter quarter '76 have 
slated; "No classes will be held Feb. 
16, 1976 due to President's Day " Why 
should I believe otherwise? 
I invite anybody with authority in 
this matter to contact me, either by 
letter or phone, informing me if any 
changes have been made. However, if 
you do this, you must also contact the 
rest of the student body. They also 
have a right to know. 
Of course, maybe I am the 
exception. Did BGSU send you any 
information on the supposedly 
amended calendar? No? Then why 
attend classes on Presidents Day? 
Doug Wilson 
311 Kohl Hall 
football tactics 
confusing 
This letter is in response to Mr. 
Johasky's letter printed in the Jan. 30 
issue of The BG News. As a 
representative of the rational segment 
of society. I think it is in order to 
defend Dan Coughlin and anyone else 
who might express distaste at the 
immature approach that the Pittsburgh 
Steelers have to the game of football. 
"Dirty" would seem to be the 
perfect adjective to apply to their 
tactics. Cheap shots and late hits are 
inherent to their philosophy of the 
game. 
Mr. Johasky must have missed 
Steeler Jack Lambert's antics in this 
year's Super Bowl. He certainly can 
not have seen the past season's 
Browns-Steelers confrontation in 
Cleveland. The Pittsburgh team, 
unhappy with the officiating, opted 
for a street fight rather than a football 
game. 
THE NEXT morning, Associated 
Press wirephotos across America 
showed Pittsburgh's "Mean" (but we 
are to believe "Clean") Joe Green 
delivering a series of vicious kicks to 
the groin of the Browns' Bob McKay. 
McKay had to retire from the day's 
action. That's not class. Mr. Johasky. 
Mr. Johasky has regrettably 
confused dirty football with physical 
football. His implication that the 
Browns might learn from the Steelers 
something of the way a football team 
is "supposed to hit" is absurd. 
Cleveland's Charlie 11.11 and Jerry 
Sherk (who was. incidentally named 
by the NFL's offensive li;iemen as the 
league's best defensive lineman this 
year, over Green. L.C. Greenwood et 
al) might, in fact, consider conducting 
i clinic on the subject for the Steelers" 
benefit. 
In short, the Pittsburgh concepts of 
fair play ind good sportsmanship 
should be reserved for such '•sports'' as 
professional wrestling and the roller 
derby. 
Mr. Coughlin is to be supported 
rather than censured for his editorial. 
Forbid that football or any other sport 
should go the way of hockey in that 
violence should become requisite to 
enjoyability. 
Thomas Marshall 
1020OffenhauerWe«t 
jumps 
bandwagon 
After all these years of putting up 
with Woody Hayes' on and off the 
field antics, it seems peculiar to me 
that Mr. Estep should pick a time such 
as this to suggest his resignation. 
Being the avid Buckeye bonder he 
claims to be. he should then 
understand the nature of a man such 
as Woody Hayes-unpredictable. 
Mr. Estep claims in dismissing Nick 
Buonamici without notifying him 
personally. Hayes . violated his 
responsibility as a coach and a man. 
This may be true and I arp in no   way 
condoning Hayes' actions, but are 
instances such as breaking a sideline 
marker and a photographer's camera 
or childish silence following a loss any 
less signs of manhood than the 
Buonamici incident (for which Mr. 
Estep believes Hayes should step 
down.) Hardly. 
In effect Mr. Eatep has simply 
jumped on the bandwagon. He has 
joined the growing list of scribes ^ 
whose patience with Hayes has boiled 
over Hayes' dismissal of Buonamici 
and the way in which it was handled 
has even prompted the Ohio State 
newspaper to call for Hayes' 
resignation. "Everyone jump on the 
bandwagon and lets get the old man 
out while he's down." 
How soon we forget. Woody Hayes-' 
contribtuions to the success of Ohio 
State football and to the prominence 
of the university itself are 
immeasurable. 
As for his demeanor-Woody Hayes 
is Woody Hayes, once a hard loser 
always a hard loser. However, you take 
that legendary personality away and 
Ohio State football will never be the 
same, despite any success which might 
follow JimGuinan 
320 Rodgers 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and opinion columns Letters 
may comment on any other letter, 
column or editorial 
Letters should be a maximum ot 300 
words typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than tour typed 
pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right lo edit 
all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to (he laws ol libel 
and proper taste 
Letters and columns must include the 
authors name, address and phone 
number, and mav be mailed to the 
Editor co The BG News. 106 
L'niversitv Call 
cheering up the chief 
Mi. 
A GARDEN (X WEEDS 
WASHINGTON ■- "It is quite true 
that we have a considerable number of 
graduates from Eastern colleges. It is 
also true that in numbers of degrees. 
Harvard, Yale, Columbia and 
Princeton lead the list, nut they are' 
closely followed by Chicago. . . 
Stanford and MIT." - Allen Dulles, 
former head of the CIA, discussing the 
social background and professional 
qualifications of the Agency's 
personnel. 
Thoroughbreds though they are. the 
media reports that spirits are sagging 
among the Agency operatives. 
"The mushrooming publication of 
names of CIA employes," a recent 
dispatch from Bonn tells us, "has 
brought about a marked decline in the 
already low morale of Agency 
personnel overseas." 
TO SHOW you how low things have 
gotten let's go to the home of the CIA 
Station Chief in the white enclave on 
the outskirts of the City of Hambono, 
the capital of the beleagured. 
emerging, equatorial nation of Patooie. 
Archibald Archbrow. HA Harvard 
'56, M.A. Yale '58, Ph.D. Princeton, is 
having drinks on the porch of "CIA 
House." as the Hambononians refer to 
rocky resigned to inactivity 
WASHINGTON-Surely you 
remember Nelson whats-his-name. The 
vice president of the United States is 
alive and well and living in limbo, 
sometimes known as the nation's 
capital. 
He is also, would you believe it. 
enjoying that occupational hazard of 
til vice presidents known as 
underemployment. 
Rbcky look coffee and scrambled 
eggs with some of us the other 
morning. He had the lime, you tee. 
because he is not exactly overworked 
in behalf of President Ford's struggle 
to keep Ronald Reagan from snatching 
the Republican nomination. Nor. it 
seems, is he burdened these days with 
high duties for the administration. 
ROCKEFELLER'S DETACHMENT 
is unsettling. He has been lusting afte' 
the presidency for more years than 
even Richard Nixon. He is a proud 
man and. at the sight of a notebook, 
will regale you with his record during 
the long years as governor of New 
York. 
He is also a man of motion and 
rhetoric, accustomed to zooming 
about the land in furtherance of 
governmental causes designed to 
enhance what he used to call "the 
brotherhood of man and the 
fatherhood of God." 
But no more. Nowadays, Nelson 
Rockefeller finds himself a man whose 
future is all in the past. 
His "friend." Howard (Bo) 
(allaway. the Ford campaign manager, 
convinced the president that his 
presence on the Ford ticket this year 
would be a political liability. 
SO ROCKY. WHO can take a hint, 
took a powder. As he told us, he is not 
going to intrude where he is not 
wanted-or lake the blame, should Mr. 
Ford lose to Reagan. 
He says it so amiably, so tranquilly, 
that one wonders if the vice president 
is popping antacid pills to quench the 
juices of resentment. "'I've never been 
happier," he insists. "After all, I've 
never been closer to the presidency 
than I am today." 
Of course, few reporters really 
believed him. So we peppered him 
with "What if...?" questions. 
What if Reagan does stop Ford in 
the early primaries? Will Rockefeller 
jump in at the last minute, at least to 
give moderate Republicans the chance 
to go for somebody they could 
support'' "1 have no plans." he says. 
BESIDES. HE THINKS Ford is 
going to beat Reagan, so the question 
is moot. In any event, time is against a 
last-minute intervention. He reminds 
you that it didn't work against 
Goldwater in 1964 or Nixon in 1968. 
What if Mr. Ford comes to him at 
the last minute and says "Nelson, I 
need you to run with me?" 
No way, Rockefeller vows, insisting 
J.F. terHorst 
he is unconditionally "nonavailable" 
as anyone's running mate. But he is 
not above reminding you that it might 
have been different. 
THE DUTIES OF a vice president. 
as one of them remarked years ago. are 
to preside over the Senate and, from 
time to time, to inquire about the 
health of the president. All the rest is 
makework. and only on assignment of 
the number one man. Rockefeller 
knew all that coming in. 
For a while, he ran the Domestic 
Council at Mr. Ford's request,. He held 
hearings around the country to find 
out what the people really wanted 
from Washington. 
In the mam.what they called for was 
leadership, clearer policies, simpler 
rules and a consolidation of federal 
programs, he told the president in a 
lengthy report submitted last 
December. 
With that job scratched. Rockefeller 
says he manages to keep busy these 
days with the Productivity Council, a 
presidential chore that apparently has 
something to do with 
recommendations for raising the Gross 
National Product. 
IT DOESNT KEEP him fully 
employed, however. He allots every 
other week to fund-raising efforts for 
the GOP National Committee and, 
occasionally, the President Ford 
Committee. While he really hasn't 
been asked. to stump for Mr. Ford, 
Rockefeller does get in a few licks for 
the president at those infrequent 
events. 
After an hour, we reporters are 
more frustrated about vice presidential 
inactivity than Rockefeller. This man 
is unreal! How can he remain so 
benevolent toward a president who has 
imposed this enforced leisure? 
With a grin, Rockefeller reminds 
you that neglect, whether benign or by 
design, is simply the lot of a vice 
president. 
He remembers President Eisenhower 
asking him to help think of chores to 
keep Vice President Nixon out of 
mischief. And Lyndon Johnson's 
depression over being ignored by 
President Kennedy. And how Spiro 
Agnew was shunted aside by the 
Nixon staff. 
Rockefeller poured himself another 
cup of coffee and lingered on, making 
small talk now. Outside, the Secret 
Service and his big limousine waited. 
But no crowds.' 
the Chief's dwelling, the largest and 
most opulent in this city which also 
boasted a Holiday Inn until an 
insurrectionary faction blew it up. 
With him is his wife, Arminta 
Bloodworthy Archbrow, B.A. 
Radcliffe "57. M.A. Yale '59. Pregnant 
'60. 
"Husband, dear." Arminta says. 
"you must buck up." 
"I CANT. I'm low. Minty. low, 
ILIW, low. Nothing works for me 
anymore. The cyanide tablets in the 
box of Valentine candy for the head 
of the Patooie Liberation Front have 
gone stale. The lye and sulfuric acid 
mixture we put in the water pistol of 
the Minister of Interior's son has gone 
fiat. The trouble we wrnt to, to gel 
the little boy to shoot it in his old 
dad's eyes. Then phfft! Nothing." 
"Now, A.A., how were you to know 
the Minister of Interior wore contact 
lenses? You did bum a hole in his 
nose. Won't that count for anything 
with that dreadful Senate?" 
•'Oh, shut up. Minty. Tell that gook 
houseboy of yours to get me another 
drink." 
"Wog! A.A., he's a wog. Remember 
where you are." Minty says as they 
contemplate the figure of Pol) carp 
Blenin. the KGB Station Chief. 
' walking acfoss the lawn toward them. 
The Russian spy has an air of refined 
sadness about him. 
"BELOVED ENEMY. A.A.. 
anodder one of your piple's been 
shot." Polycarp addresses them in 
tones of profoundest condolence. 
"Terribly sorry. Is awful. I hop. dear 
friend, you don't think we got notink 
to do with dis." 
"My God, no!" exclaims Archbrow. 
"If we can't trust you people in the 
KGB, who is there to trust?" 
"You know wot is killifik your 
hagents? Is dis putting names of 
hagents in do noosepapers. Why you 
do dat silly link?" 
"The little pismires want to show 
off to their friends by proving they 
know who our agents are. It wouldn't 
nuiter except for these new 
nationalities thai keep springing up, 
Polycarp. They don't even have 
countries. People wander around the 
world demanding the establishment of 
countries that have never existed, 
never even been thought of and, if 
they don't get their way as quick as 
they stamp their feet, they shoot one 
of our people! This last poor man of 
ours was killed by a terrorist fanatic 
who's demanding nationhood for the 
Isle of Mucus." 
"THIS PUBLICITY," sighs Arminta 
Archbrow. "it"s upset the childrep. 
Particularly that business -'iboyt 
Castro's beard. They're ashamed of 
their own father," 
"Show dem you medals, 
decorations, wot you did for your 
country." " 
"He's not allowed to. Polycarp, it's 
against the Agency's rules. They don'l 
let him tell any of the good things." 
"Too bad. Me. I am Honored Piple's 
Spy and member All-Soviet Order of 
de Dirty Trick. Second Class. Wot you 
got?" ' 
"Low morale." 
"AH. HOLT friend, remember de 
good days of de Cold War Dos were 
de limes, no.'" 
"They made such glamorous movies 
about you boys."' says Arminta. 
.  "And nobody asked any questions." 
"No kvestions. Now dey laf at us." 
"I know. Polycarp. Give them a 
lit'ciime of dedicated poisoning, 
blackmail and treachery, and this is 
the thanks you get." 
"Hokay, mine friend, holt buddy, 
enough low morale. Le's give 'em a 
good show here in dis emerging Thort 
Vorld Republic of Patooie. We put on 
a good one for 'em, make 'em forget 
de LSD in de coffee vending machine. 
Which do you want to be? De 
stabelizink force or de unstabelizink 
force?" 
"Well, 111 be the destabilizing force 
for a change, but it isn't going to help 
my morale." 
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Frampton appears as true star 
Wednesday. February 11. 1976. The BG Newi/Fige 3 
Review By 
Uavid Fan dray 
Peter Frampton's career, within the last year, finally hat 
turned around. 
Last February, when he was scheduled to play the 
University's Grand Ballroom, Frampton was able to inspire 
little more than a yawn from the area's concert-|oers. And 
when the concert ultimately was canceled due to the 
performer's illness, few expressed any real disappointment. 
This year, the story was different, however. 
SUNDAY EVENING Peter Frampton brought his show 
before a large and enthusiastic crowd in Anderson Arena. 
And although his show and his music have changed little in 
the course of the past year, he was greeted as a genuine star. 
Frampton did his best to live up to the greeting he 
received from the crowd, and in the course of doing so put 
on a show that was tight, pleasant and musically proficient 
They key to the show's success, as well as to Frampton's 
current popularity, lie* in the fact that he is a 
well-disciplined performer who is capable of appealing to 
wide variety of musical tastes. 
For those who like soft, melodic music, Frampton 
opened his set with several acoustic numbers, best 
exemplified by the gentle "Baby, I Love Your Way." 
FROM THIS QUIET   beginning,   Frampton gradually 
Withdrawal 
AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) - Sen. Lloyd Bentsen withdrew 
as a national contender for the presidency yesterday. 
"After studying tl.e results of the early caucuses, 1 do 
not think it would be either useful or productive to 
.continue campaigning across the nation," the Texas 
Democrat said in a statement. 
"I will no longer campaign for the presidency outside 
of my home state." he said. 
State offices 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Rhodes Administration 
representatives and majority Democratic legislators 
reached an agreement yesterday to enable the state to 
meet an April interest payment on the 41-story State 
Office Tower. 
Thomas Moyer, chief aide to Gov. James Rhodes, said 
he was also prepared to call a meeting of the Ohio Public 
Facilities Commission to schedule a $60 million bond 
sale. 
The bond revenue is needed to meet a mounting debt 
to contractors for completed projects at Ohio colleges 
and universities. 
"We obviously now hive a commitment from the 
leadership of the General Assembly." NOJUr satft     —.   ' 
built the set's intensity with a number of quieter electric 
songs, giving perhaps his best performance of the evening 
on "Lines On My Face." 
And, ultimately, he sated the hard-core rockers in the 
audience by ending his set with a number of hard. Humble 
Pie-style rockers, closing the show with a thunderous 
reading of "Do You Feel Uke We Do?" 
Frampton and his band played with a maximum of taste 
and simplicity throughout the evening. All showed little 
inclination toward the excesses that so often mark live rock 
and roll performances. 
There was little flash, few fireworks. Frampton merely 
concentrated on putting the correct notes in the right spots. 
In doing so, he proved himself to be quite proficient 
both as a guitarist and as a vocalist. 
IN FACT, he only showed one severe lapse of good taste 
and control when he indulged in one excessively long and 
unnecessary workout with a guitar talk-box in the middle 
section of "Do You Feel Like We Do?" 
This degree of control and taste was all the more 
noticeable given the fact that the concert's opening act, Jett 
Black, showed no evidence of knowing the meaning of 
these concepts. 
This band, unlike Frampton's. was loud, self-indulgent 
and vulgar. 
As such, it could well qualify in the running to be the 
next Aeroamilh, but the band was clearly out of place 
playing as the warm-up band for a performer as cute and 
cuddly as Peter Frampton. Frampton made up for it all, 
however, as he pranced about the stage, mugging 
delightedly for the audience and blowing it kisses. 
His stage presence was   as safe and agreeable as his music. 
He easily won over the audience, and in the process played 
some creditable rock and roll. 
Even in the face of Jett Black's unnecessary and 
unwanted appearance, Frampton made the evening 
enjoyable and the concert a success. Peter Frampton 
Payments set off inquiries 
By the Associated Press 
Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp.'s admission that it 
paid $22 million to foreign 
officials and businessmen 
threatened the future of the 
Japanese government and 
the Dutch monarchy and 
hampered efforts to form a 
new Italian cabinet 
yesterday. 
It also set off official 
inquiries or calls for such 
inquiries in Colombia and 
Turkey. 
The leading Japanese 
opposition party. the 
Socialists, demanded that a 
former prime minister be 
added to the I eight men 
already      summoned      to 
DECLARE    YOUR INDEPENDENCE   IN   '76 
WITH 
EUGENE 
MCCARTHY 
7:30   TONIGHT 
WHITI      DOGWOOD     ROOM 
UN.yl«.Siir      UNION 
A   PLAGUE  ON 
BOTH THEIR HOUSES 
1TUOINIS      rOI "CCa'TH. 
INFORMATION       AND     OflOANIf ATION 
tVIN    ONI    WflCOMI 
PAID FOR BY DENNIS ANDERSON 
HOWDY   PODNERS! 
$ WEDNESDAY  IS $ 
DOLLAR  DAY 
********    |c*  ************ 
ROAST   BEEF 
PLATTER 
Enjoy Roy's Famous Roast Beef Sandwich: 
Tender, juicy roast round of beef sliced 
thin and stacked high on a sesame teed 
bun, on a platter with cowboy fries and 
crisp cole slaw. 
HELP   YOURSELF 
TO THE  FIXIN'S $1.00 
Reg.St.54 
300 L WOOSTER 
•OWlrNG GtEEN 
2741  WOO0VILLE RD. 
T0UD0 
Good Only 
February 11.1976 
FAMILY 
RESTAURANT 
NS 
Saddle UPTOT 
Roy Rogers 
family Restaurant. 
WE'VE "BEEFED UP" OUR 
CHUCK WAGON TO SERVE 
YOU FASTER 4 BETTER! 
testify under oath before a 
committee of parliament. 
The Socialist chairman 
said Prime Minister Takeo 
Miki's Liberal-Democratic 
cabinet would be forced to 
resign if the Lockheed affair 
was thoroughly probed. 
The Dutch government 
appointed a three-man 
commission to investigate 
allegations that Prince 
Bernhard. the 64-year-old 
husband of Queen Juliana, 
received SI 1 million of the 
Lockheed money. Me has 
denied the accusations and 
said     he     welcomes     an 
inquiry. 
Reporting the payments 
to promote aircraft sales, 
the Soviet news agency Tass 
said the "scandalous 
machinations" of lockheed 
were linked to the desires of 
the U.S. military-industrial 
complex to make "fabulous 
profits" and enrich the 
government treasury. 
"It is easily understood 
that other, including moral, 
considerations are relegated 
to the background when 
such profits are involved." 
wrote a Tass commentator. 
^r SPECIAL 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED 
FOR YOUR SWEETY 
FOR 30* A LINE. 
NO MINIMUM. 
"-""<< v 
.. WISH YOUR 
SWEETHEART 
A HAPPY 
VALENTINES 
IN FRIDAY'S 
CLASSIFIEDS 
VALENTINE 
SHE 
WILL 
LOVE 
YOU 
FOR IT. 
BGSU Opera Theater 
cordially Invites you 
to Its Bicentennial adaptation of 
"Daughter of Regiment" 
by Gaetano Donizetti 
at 
Main Auditorium, University Hall 
Student Night Wed. Feb. i I   8 pm 
admission • l00 at the door 
(Wed. night only) 
8 pm Feb. 12 & 13 $500 
for more information call 372-2043 
SURPRISE YOUR SWEETHEART 
WITH A HAIRSTYLE 
Q from 
-MONTY'S BEAUTY    O0* 
V SALON _ » 
131 W. WOOSTEt 
332-2611 
YOUR 
REDKIN 
SPECIALIST* vs- 
i 
FINAL CLOSEOUT SALE 
over
 600 pa/rs 
of women's Fall & Winter shoes 
from such manufacturers 
as 
BASS, DEXTER, SBICA. 
JACQUELYN & CONNIE 
WHILE THEY LAST 
$K 00 5. 
ALL SALES FINAL. 
NO RETURNS. EXCHANGES. OR REFUNDS 
The Brothers of 
DELTA 
UPSILON 
announce their 
newly elected 
officers 
PRESIDENT ED FAHOURY 
EXECUTIVE V.P VALAN 
WICKERHAM 
AD V.P.. BRIAN PICKERING 
TREASURER KEITH COMMON 
ASST. TREASURER... TOM BATCHELOR 
SECRETARY CHRIS RIEMAN 
CORRS. SEC SCOTT SNELL 
RUSH CHRM KEITH GRASS 
ASST. RUSH CHRM STEVE LATHAM 
SOCIAL CHRM STEVE KANE 
PLEDGE TRAINER DAVE COMPTON 
[ASST. PLEDGE TRNR....SCOTT NUTIAL 
HOUSE CHRM DON GOGA 
CHAPTER REL TOM BATCHELORJ 
PALIAMENTARIAN BILLMUNGER 
|IFC REP KEITH GRASS 
(ATHLETIC CHRM PETE SINEWE 
DEBMASTER STEVE LATHAM 
SCHOLASTIC CHRM RICH MANLEY 
I STEWARDS DON GOGA 
ED FAHOURY 
[CHAPLAIN PETE SINEWE 
SGT. of ARMS KEVIN COOPER 
H. W C. RUSSELL SUMMERS 
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Course changes listed 
The following ire schedule changes for spring quarter: 
SECT. COURSE CHANCES 
01.14 Art 147 12T. 12-2R 
C306 Biol 301 8MWF 
0525 Chem 461 11 MWR 
0723 Edcl 091 1 -3TR 
0724 Edci 091 7-9 :30PM W 
0725 Edci 091 7-9:30 PMR 
0854 E<!.~. 402 Section Cancelled 
0884 Tdfi 597 Section Cancelled 
0961 Fng 112 Varieties of Writing 
0962 ring 112 Varieties of Writing 
0967 <h| 112 Varieties of Writing 
0968 Brtp 112 Varieties of Writing 
1214 1** 452 10MTWR 
I6S2 IE T 323 Cancelled 
1891 Math 233 I0MTWR 
1892 Math 241 I2TWF.8MR 
1909 Math 332 2MTRF 
2276 MUGS 597 Section Cancelled 
5651 PE 200 Yoga in Practice       Pit 
5652 PE 200 Yoga in Practice       len 
3193 PER 342 10- 12 T, 10- 12R 
3298 PHYS 214 1 MR,8TF,8- I0W 
3299 PHYS 214 1 MR.9TF. 10-12 F 
3304 PHYS 214 1 MR, 2 TF. 5 - 7 pm T 
3421 POPC 460 Section cancelled 
3510 Psyc 563 6- I0PMM 
3767 Edci 376 Must be taken 
5481 Edci 420 together 
2168 MUED 351 I2WF 
rereg. Beg. Yog* or Equiva- 
t - Mutt be taken together 
The lullowingare new sections 
SECT. 
5402 
5403 
5404 
5445 
5490 
5591 
5683 
5715 
5114 
SI IS 
5116 
5117 
5684 
5601 
AAS 
A&S 
AAS 
Chem 
Edfi 
Jour 
Psych 
Soc 
Soc 
Soc 
Soc 
Soc 
Psyc 
Math 
2030      Biol 
COURSE 
100 Elem Japanese III 
100 Mex - Am Sub Cult 
300 E. Asian Dcvel A Cult 
313 Spec Topics in Chem 
676 Seminar in Testing 
461 Spec Prob in Journalism 
440 Test Validation 
300 Amer Indian Cult 
490 Prob in Sociology 
490 Prob in Sociology 
490 Prob in Sociology 
490 Prob in Sociology 
440 History of Psycology 
437 Topics : differ Equations 
SUMMER I97i 
421 8IIMTWR.8   10 F 
HRS.   TIME INS. 
4  4MTWR     Staff 
4   10-12 TR   Omelas 
4   11 MTWR  Chang, 
Kawashi, Shresta 
I   arrange       Kinstle 
arrange 
arrange 
3-5 TR 
arrange 
arrange 
arrange 
arrange 
9MTRF 
I2MTRF 
staff 
G'lion 
Gil fill in 
Kivlin 
Kivlin 
Kivlin 
Kivlin 
Tweeny 
McMorns 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JNoto of Appreciation. 2-9-76J 
r I want to extend my sincere thanks to all those J» 
f*  who worked in my campaign and urge everyone to r 
7*   give the   slate of newly elected SGA officers 
J   the same support that you have given me. J 
J Robort F. Wolf J 
J      1976 SGA Presidential Candidate     I 
*••••••••••••••••••••••* 
IF ELECTED 
I'LL PUT TWO CARS IN 
EVERY GARAGE 
AND A 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
IN EVERY 
KITCHEN! 
352-5221 
The Pizza People 
of 
Bowling Green. 
LISTEN TO WAWR SPORTS 
vSupermarito revive '50s week 
Review By 
Mark Dorn 
The 19S0'i considered by 
many critic* at the "Golden 
Age of Television," returns 
to the University this 
weekend in conjunction 
with the Union Activities 
Organization's (UAO) 
"Fifties Week" festivities. 
The UAO's movie 
committee has made a 
clever choice in selecting 
four vintage TV episodes of 
"The Adventures of 
Superman," as an example 
of the televised popular 
culture of that era. 
In light of recent 
attempts to recapture the 
"happy days" of the 50's 
many original TV shows 
such as "'The Honey- 
mooners," "The Best of 
Groucho," and the old Jack 
Benny shows are currently 
enjoying a renewed interest 
among their original fans, as 
well as catching the eyes of 
those of us who weren't 
around when they were first 
aired. 
"The Adventures cf 
Superman" is one of the 
most popular television 
shows in the history of that 
medium. Although its main 
characters are extremely 
stereotyped. its action 
predictable and its plots 
laughably simple, its naivete 
or innocence is refreshing 
when compared to TV's 
current preoccupation with 
so-called topical subjects 
and relevance. 
UNBEKNOWNST       to 
most veiwers of "The 
Adventures of Superman" is' 
that, though it seems like 
it's been on television 
forever, the  series actually 
survived for only four TV 
seasons, or 104 episodes. 
The first episode, starring 
George Reeves as Superman. 
Phyllis Coates as Lois Lane 
and John Hamilton as the 
gruff editor, Perry White, 
was first telecast in 
September, l°52. The first 
26 episodes (1952-53), 
portrayed "The Man of 
Steel" as somewhat of a 
lone vigilante -- a man who 
did not pull his 
jaw-shattering punches, who 
would throw an insane 
criminal over the side of a 
mountain. 
Superman not only was 
"the defender of truth, 
justice, and the American 
way," but also, in several 
instances, a one-man judge 
and jury. 
DURING THE program's 
second season (1953-54), 
several major changes were 
instituted. The role of Lois 
Lane, woman reporter for 
The Daily Planet," was 
taken over by Noel Neill, 
who remained in that part 
until the show's demise in 
1957. Though Phyllis 
Coates portrayed Lois in 
"Superman's" first 26 
episodes, it is usually Noel 
Neill who is recognized as 
the definitive Lois Lane. 
It was also during 
"Superman's" second 
season that the producers of 
the series grew fearful of the 
increasing criticisms of 
"horror and violence" that 
were being aimed at the 
entire comic-book industry. 
As a result, the televised 
"Adventures" were likewise 
toned-down, with a switch 
in emphasis from action, to 
stories that revolved around 
Superman,   Lois,  Perry  or 
cub reporter Jimmy Olsen. 
Another unique fact 
about "The Adventures of 
Superman" is that the 
program was never initially 
broadcast on a major 
commercial TV network. 
Instead. the show's 
producers found it to be 
more lucrative to syndicate 
the series, offering it for sale 
to individual television 
stations. 
In this manner, the 
program was sold and seen 
on more individual stations 
in the U.S. than it would 
have been, had it been sold 
only to one specific TV 
network. 
WITH MANY television 
stations attempting to carry 
"Supermai*.," the show's 
producers realized the huge 
potential this program 
would offer in rerun 
residuals in the years and 
successive TV generations to 
come. 
And with some foresight, 
they also envisioned the 
advent of color television, 
which RCA had introduced 
only one year earlier 
(1954). So, with baited 
breath, they flew forward 
and filmed the third 
(1955-56) and fourth 
(1956-57) seasons' episodes 
- 52 of them - in total, 
"living color." 
As the program's 
producers sadly learned, 
color TV sets had "bugs," 
were prohibitively expensive 
and, therefore, sales were 
sluggish or practically 
non-existent. As a result, 
black-and-white prints were 
made of these last 52 color 
episodes. 
televised in color until 
1962. when color TV sales 
began to climb, and the 
owners of the program had 
the 52 episodes re-printed in 
their original, colorful hues. 
It is ftom these color 
■episodes that the UAO's 
presentation of four 
"Adventures of Superman" 
were selected. If you have 
never seen "Superman" in 
all of his colorful glory, you 
owe yourself a favor. 
As the popular longevity of 
this series proves, film and 
TV can be 'larger-than- 
-life." and no one who was 
part of a legend ever really 
dies, as long as the legend 
itself is endlessly retold. ". . 
.and who (disguised as Clark 
Kent. mild-mannered 
reporter for a great 
metropolitan newspaper) 
fights a never-ending battle 
for truth, justice, and the 
American way." 
"The Adventures of 
Superman" is being shown 
in color at 6. "8:15. and 
10:30 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday nights in 210. 
Math-Science Bldg. 
THEY       WERE not 
Crisis halted in Italy 
ROME (AP) -Premier- 
designate Aldo Moro brought 
Italy's I   t i v -old 
government crisis to an end 
yesterday deciding on a 
stopgap cabinet in a move 
to stave off elections and 
possible gains by the 
Communist party. But the 
Lockheed scandal 
threatened to delay his 
choice of ministers. 
The 59-year-old Christian 
Democrat. a four-time 
premier given a mandate by 
his party in an effort to 
tackle Italy's pressing 
economic    and    monetary 
problems, told President 
Giovanni Leone he would 
name his cabinet ministers," 
made up only of members 
of his parly within 48 
hours. 
IT WILL be Italy's 38th 
government since the fall of 
fascism in 1943. 
Moro came under 
increasing pressure to drop 
Luigi Gui, interior minister 
in Moro's caretaker 
government. He was named 
by several Italian 
newspapers as a recipient of 
payoffs from the Lockheed 
Corp. 
Gui, defense minister in 
1970. filed a statement with 
the state prosecutor 
yesterday and asked him to 
conduct a pruOC regardless 
of "the judicial 
consequences." 
ACCORDING to a 1970 
Lockheed memorandum 
released in Washington last 
week by a U.S. Senate 
subcommittee, the company 
laid out SI.6 million to 
promote the sale of 14 
C130 cargo planes to Italy. 
local briefs * 
SGA meeting 
Student Government Association (SGA) will meet at 
9 tonight in the Court Room. Student Services Bldg. All 
interested students are invited to attend. 
Opera schedule 
The Gieen Sheet erroneously listed the performances 
for the opera '"The Daughter of the Regiment." 
The opera will be today, tomorrow. Enday and 
Saturday at 8 p.m. Thursday and Friday are regular 
performances while Wednesday is special student 
performance. 
The special colonial heritage dinner is tomarrow. 
Legal rights 
Evelyn Reddin. a Bowling Green attorney, will speak 
on "Women's Legal Rights." at noon loday in the River 
Room, Union. The speech, sponsored by the Women's 
Caucus, is free and open to the public. 
UAO breakfast 
Cary Brewer. University director oi registration, will 
be the guest at the Union Activities Organization (UAO) 
Administrative Breakfast at 7:45 tomorrow morning in 
the Pheasant Room. Union. 
Students wishing to attend the breakfast and discuss 
registration piocedures with Brewer can sign-up today in 
the UAO Office, third flooi of the Union. 
The breakfast is free and limited to IS participants. 
,lb<  . 
Canadian press 
A. Monroe Johnston, freelance writer and professor of 
lournalism at Ryerson Polytechnical Institute in 
Toronto, will meet with University students today and 
tomorrow. 
Johnston will speak on "The Canadian Press vs. the 
U.S. Press" at 8 tonight in 200 Moseley Hall Tomorrow 
he will speak at noon in 220 Moscley Hall, at 3 p.m. in 
308 University Hall and at 5:30 p.m. in IIS Education 
Bldg. 
Johnston's appearance is sponsored by the School of 
Journalism and the Benjamin Franklin Society. 
filFT 
*    Vatans 
Genuine 
Turquoise 
from CUPID 
All Imported 
Jewelry 
30% o« 
109 N. MAIN 
20% off 
original low price 
Everything e/se 
In store 
10-50% off 
APARTMENTS 
FOR RENT 
818 7th Street 
WINTER & SPRING 
QUARTER 
'60/person/mon th !
 200/room /mon th 
Heat & Gas Paid 
Call 372-1476 
E.M.P.A. 
EMOTIONAL 
MATERIAL 
PREGNANCY AID 
352-6236 
ABORTION 
•ISO.00 
TOLL FREE     9 a.m.. 10 P.TI 
1-800 438   3>10 
SPRING 
-DAYTONA BEACH 
^ T( FLORIDA 
SPRING BREAK 
* 8 davs, 7 nights! 
(March 19 - March 26) 
A Super Travel Bargain 
$
 149.95 
* Roundtrio Transnortation 
by non-stop Greyhound bus 
* Exclusive Beach Front 
Holiday Inn 
* Free Beach Party and 
Other Extras.'!! Reservations are limited   Call Brad at 352-0735 
ONLY 3 weeks left "Z^^^*™" 
National Marti Tours is a Licansad ICC Tour Broker 
License No. MCI2-354 
r~ 
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Alpha 
Phi 
Congratulates 
Its new actives 
Jan Bowman 
Lou Edwards 
Nancv Elliott 
Karen Hoffmen 
KathyKkk 
Julie Kluckman 
Folh Koch 
Linda Lorena 
Debbie McFarland 
Dobres Meyer 
Bonnie Nuffer 
Robin Piquette 
Jenny Puckett 
Sue Rollins 
Sally Sickler 
Linda Siegel 
Judy Tavernier 
Sharon Voigt 
Jenny Wilkinson 
4 
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Group skating lessons for all ages are held throughout the week by members of the professional skating staff. 
► By Mary Higgins 
Staff Reporter 
Traffic in, out and within the 
multipurpose University Ice Arena 
begins every morning at 6 and often 
doesn't come to a halt until 1:45 the 
next morning. 
"We have the most well-used facility 
on campus," according to arena 
, director James Ruehl. 
Aside from offering health and 
, physical education (lll'H skating 
classes, the arena also accommodates 
the varsity men's and women's track 
teams, javelin throwing, tennis, 
archery, the golf team, pole vaulting, 
hockey practice and home games, as 
welj as classes for the public in skating, 
hockey and curling, Ruehl said. 
The arena is closed only on major 
.holidays and two weeks out of the 
year lor painting and repairs. 
"'I lie building was never meant to 
be'used by so many different sporting 
activities. When the new recreation 
center is built, it will alleviate some of 
the traffic around here." Ruehl said. 
About 400 to 500 persons use the 
' facilities each day. he said. 
UNIVERSITY students and 
University events have scheduling 
priority, Ruehl said. Once they are 
taken care of. the arena's facilities are 
. opened up to the community for 
rental purposes. Ruehl explained. 
"This is how we derive most of our 
income." 
Many of the arena's scheduling 
. problems result from non-ice activities, 
Ruehl said. Hockey Coach Ron Mason 
frequently finds trackmen doing 
sit-ups on the mat in front of his office 
door, he said. 
"And then about once a week a 
little kid coming out of the studio 
(figure skating ice sheet) from a lesson 
gets run down by the track team," 
Ruehl said. "It's like a Chinese fire 
drill." 
Although the pressure of keeping all 
the traffic in order falls on Ruehl's 
shoulders, he gives the impression that 
each snag is never far from solved. 
"You should be around here on a 
Saturday morning during the fall when 
the football team is playing a home 
game. The marching band is practicing 
in the back along, with all the other 
activity. The acoustics in here are 
really something to hear," Ruehl said. 
Ice Arena facilities include three 
sheets of ice: the main sheet, which is 
surrounded by 3,500 seats and is used 
for group lessons and home hockey 
games, along with the studio figure 
skating sheet and the curling sheet. 
The arena lounge overlooks i tic 
curling sheet, and its purpose ranges 
from seating curling spectators to 
housing University President Hollis 
Moore Jr.'s pre-football game 
luncheons, Ruehl said. 
The lounge also often is rented by 
fraternities and sororities for rush 
parties and teas, as well as for wedding 
receptions. 
"If the boy is from New York and 
the girl is from Chicago-it's easier for 
the two families to just meet in the 
middle," Ruehl said. 
THE ARENA pro shop sells 
everything from shoe strings and figure 
skates to hockey and curling 
equipment. The price markup is not as 
high as it would be from another shop. 
Ruehl sard. 
"The trouble with the way the pro 
shop is set up now is that you can't see 
displays of the equipment." Ruehl 
said, adding that he eventually wants 
to move all offices upstairs and make 
the pro shop larger and more 
accessible to customers. 
Arena skating lessons, which are 
open to the community, are available 
to groups and individuals. Classes even 
are available to mothers with toddlers. 
Ruehl said. 
The activities available to the 
community arc the Senior and Junior 
Skating Clubs. Senior and Youth 
Curling Clubs, open curling, group 
rentals, public sessions and the Ice 
Arena lounge 
ACTIVITIES limited 10 University 
students include the University 
Skating Club, the Falconcttes, vanity 
hockey, club hockey, and intramural 
hockey      and     curling.     Activities 
designated for the public are open to 
students, but the public is not eligible 
to participate in student activities, 
Ruehl explained. 
The arena's pro staff includes Susan 
Barber, head of HPE skating classes; 
Gerald Blair, head pro: and Lynda 
Grinke, Wissy Plauni and Luric 
Gephardt, student assistants. 
During the summer there is a 
summer skating school for eight weeks 
and a three-week hockey school. These 
programs bring in revenue for the 
arena and also keep residence halls and 
University dormitory and kitchen 
employes working instead of collecting 
unemployment. Ruehl said. 
During finals week the arena offers 
students the chance lo take their 
frustrations out on the ice for free 
from 1-3 p.m.. Ruehl said. "So far 
there has always been quite a turnout. 
Ice Arena-more than 
a home for hockey 
Newsphotos by Mindy Milligan 
These youngsters watch a curling bonspiel from the Ice Arena 
lounge. 
focus 
The Ice Arena is used for more than ice-related sports (above). Scott Thomas, freshman (BA). makes a routine check 
of the compressor room (left) while Jim Ruehl takes a moment from his busy schedule to pose in the skate room 
(below). 
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BG News 
jobs 
••• 
BG Newi job 
applicaliims for the 
1976-77 school year are 
now available at the 
News' offices. 106 
University Hall. Contact 
Mark Glover for an 
application (due Feb. 13) 
and new positions will be 
posted in mid-March. 
••• 
Also, applications for 
BG News business staff 
positions can be obtained 
in 106 University Hall. 
The deadline for these 
applications also is Feb. 
13. 
••• 
ARMADILLOS 
make good pets 
MEN!     W0MEN1 
JOBS ON SHIPS' 
Amtrican.    Fortign.   No 
experience raquirad. Excallant 
pay   Worldwide travsl. Summit |ob or cimii    Sand S3.00 tot 
information.   SEAFAX. Dapt. 
1-7 Box 2049. Port Angeles. 
Washington 98362. 
HAMPTON 
HOUSE 
DELUXE 
2BDRM 
FURNISHED 
APIS. 
PHONE 
352-6293 
703 7th STREET1 
Why 
Myadec? 
S4.9K 
High-potency vitamin 
formula with minerals 
DORSEVS DRUGS. INC 
111 Railroad Street 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
43402 
te^ 
"A Famty Rawtlon" 
THE COMMODORES 
MONDAY 
FEB. 16 
8:00 pm 
TOLEDO 
SPORTS 
ARENA 
TICKETS: 
•5.30 ADVANCE! 
•6:50 DAY OF 
SHOW 
AVAILABLE AT: 
FINDERS RECORDS 
SUMMER 
JOBS 
CEDAR POINT 
AMUSEMENT PARK, 
Sandusky, Ohio will 
hold on-campus 
interviews March 8 and 
9 for        summer 
employment. 
Approximately 3.000 
positions available for 
wide variety of jobs. 
Contact Student 
Employment Office 
for information or 
appointment. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Fish 
6 A lot: Colloq 
9 The street, in 
Paris 
14 Cattla: PoM 
16 Prefix for a 
country 
16 Useful bit of 
Latin 
17 Cheeae 
18 Emblem of 
abundance 
20 Certain junior 
dress sixes 
22 Coma* to a halt 
near 
23 Peninsula inS. 
Greece 
26 NYC subway 
28 Pedro's wife 
29 Nut of a Philip- 
pine tree 
31  rule 
34 North African 
port 
36;Defense plena, 
usually 
38 Musical groupe 
40 Swias canton 
41 The southeast 
wind 
42 Discipline of 
mind and body 
46 Greek goddess 
46 Pasha, in Tunis 
47 German 
exclamations 
48  as a pin 
60 Ordinal suffix 
61 Lamb's forte 
63  Magazine 
heeding 
67 Detnocritus was 
one, circa 400 
B.C. 
61 Determine in 
advance 
63 One of the 
Pitageralds 
64 Iowa 
community 
85 Time 
66 Working pat- 
tern: Abbr. 
67 Dining halls: 
So. 
68 Family 
members 
69 Dines 
DOWN 
1 Beehive made 
of twisted straw 
2 Conceal 
3 Medseh. 
course 
4 World of 
woman of 
doubtful repu- 
tation: Fr 
6 Rodeatof 
southeastern 
ate tea 
6 Win by  
7 Hiatoric.nitials 
8 Large amounts: 
Colloq. 
9 Candy flavoring 
1 2 3 1 1 ' t 7 1 1 ' CO II 12 • 13 IV '5 " 17 ,8 19 
to 21 1"' ■ 124   ■  
26 27 28 ■ 30 ■ 32 33 
31 ■JS   [36 37 
38 39   ■  ■ 
— 
12 »3 p    1 M<45 
16 H7 ■ »9 ■so I''1  r 
m IHS7 ■R _- 53 W « M 59 60 
61 62 1 63 6» 1 6b 66 67 08 63 
10 Vote to accept 
11 Fabrics 
12 Oov  info gp 
IS Coupd'  
19 Practical 
21 High, craggy 
bJJjT 
24 Inform 
26 Not  
27 Clean the board 
26 City of NE 
Prance 
30 Egyptian 
goddess 
31 Neat 
32 German plane 
of WWII 
33 Talent, for one 
36 Exclamation 
37 Where Magaa 
Cane was 
39 Wife of Darius 
III and others 
43 Ethereal fluid of 
the gods 
44 Conquers 
4t Miguel 
Aioree island 
50 Hereof 
Babylonian myth 
62  French author 
53 Auditors 
54 First word of 
Aeneid 
56 Reeound 
56 Negatives 
58 Dorsal bones 
69 Pieceof wood 
60 Locks of hair 
62 Derwiniesa 
wrnois ronu 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
~<mo~ CLaSSIFIED ~«®*~ 
CAMPUS CALENDAR Main   St.   Open  til 
Fridays. 
9  p.m.        FOR RENT 
Wednesday, February 11, 1976 
Students    for    McCatthy'76   informational    &    organ, 
meeting White Dogwood Suite, Union, 7:30 p.m. 
Air campus Rock 
Union 7-9 p.m. 
Dance Clinic Ballroom. 
Judo Club practice/work-out flm. 201  Hayes 7:30-9:30 
o.m. 
Active Christians  Today:  Bible studies: 603 Clough St. 
243 p.m. 
The Way meeting Perry Rm.. Union. 7 p.m. 
RIDES 
Need    ride: 
anytime  Fri. 
Cinti./vicinity 
Judy; 2-1832. 
I need a ride to Joni 
Mitchell concert at Miami 
U. anytime on Thurs. Feb. 
12. Will share $. Please!! 
Call Becky; 2-4327. 
Ride wanted to Columbus 
Friday after 4. Will help pay 
bucks. 352-9365; Nancy. 
LOST AND FOUND 
pref. 
2 f. share house. 55/mo. 
Own rm. Call Eva 352-2818 
or Sam B's. Avail, now or 
March 1. 
PERSONALS 
Who's    Ann    Clark?    Who's 
Who    kows    and   all   her 
sisters    aie   proud   of   her! 
Love, the Gamma Phis. 
LOST: Green contacts in 
round blue case. 352-1331. 
LOST: Silver ID bracelet in 
vicinity of U. Hall on Feb. 
8. 472-2710. 
HELP WANTED 
Full time LPN, 11-7 shift, 
353-8411 9 a.m.-5 p.m. For 
appointment. We do not 
discriminate against race, 
color, religion, sex, or 
na'ional origin. 
jbysitter in our home 
weekdays. 7:30 a.m.-ll 
a.m. Transportation needed. 
352-0767 after 12 noon. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Engagement Portraits. Hagar 
Studio's. 
WANTED 
Student desperately needs 
help w/ QAC 380. Will pay. 
372-4700. 
1 m. rm. needed, move in 
immed. two Ms. from 
campus. Own rm. $60/mo. 
352-2062. 
F. rmmt. needed spr. qtr. 
352-5050. 
1-2 f. sub. house spr. 
60/mo. Will bargain. Utii. 
pd. Good lot. 352-0379 
Susan. 
1 f. rmmt, needed spr. qtr. 
72.50/mo. 1 bik. trom 
campus. 352-0016. 
1 m rmmt. to subl. spr. 
close to campus. 352-8371. 
1 m. to share apt. spr. qtr. 
$222/qtr. 352-0802 or 
352-6251. 
120w Ada; 1 bdrm. unf.: 
apt.    turn.    $50/mo.    Lady 
Congrats to Connie and 
Terry on your Gamma Phi 
Beta-SAE engagement. 
Love, Your Sisters. 
Ferrante and Teicher are 
TEKES-Why aren't you? 
Save up to 50% at Vatans 
109 North Main. 
Don't be a NERD, the 70's 
are absurd. So why not 
Hand Loose, In the 50's 
with "Moose"!!! 
Wish your sweetheart a 
happy Valentines m 
Friday's classified. Only 30 
cents per line. 
Declare your Independence 
in '76 Students for 
McCarthy '76 7:30 p.m. 
Wed.  White  Dogwood  Rm. 
Alpha Gam Pledges say 
we're psyched and ready for 
activation! 
AX's wish to congratulate 
Nancy and Greg on their 
engagement and Ann and 
Andy on their lavaliering. 
Alterations & Tailoring. The 
Buttonhole. 148 S. Main. 
Juliet's Gift Shop now open 
at 118 W. Wooster. Mens & 
Women', gifts and lots of 
lewelry. 
Congratulations new Sig Ep 
actives. Good luck brothers. 
We're psyched for pledging. 
The Pledge Class. 
Congratulations to Lessie 
Rothenburg. Business 
Manager of the BG News, 
for making Who's Who in 
American Colleges. The BG 
News Ad Staff. 
ZBT's. When you say 
Rock-n-Roll you really 
mean it! We had a great 
time! The ADPi's. 
'Bring those men to the 
formal and show them what 
we're like, It's on Feb. 14 
and the ADPi's are psyched! 
Sigma Nu's, you really 
know how to show a good 
time. The tea was great! The 
ADPi's. 
Sisters - We're psyched for 
the formal. We're getting 
down tonight! The BMOC's! 
Cheri-You're copy of Gary 
Lewis's "This Diamond 
Ring" is in. It's perfect for 
the formal! Love, Grits. 
ADPi's- You've been super 
and what a pledge class! It's 
been real! Joan & Lexa. 
Thanks to the Delta Tau 
Delta's for the warm-up! 
The Phi Mu's. 
Get your Valentine gifts at 
vAtans' Genuine turquoise 
20% off, all imported 
lewelry 30% off, 10%-50% 
otf everything else in store. 
109 N. Main. 
Alpha Delta Pi-Congrats on 
your super pledge class! The 
Gamma Phis. 
Eunies Bar in 1950 had the 
first carry-out Beverage 
Store. Happy Time 
Thursday 8-12 p.m.. 809 S. 
Main St. Happy Valentine's 
Day. 
J. HOOKER ENTER- 
PRISES of Payne O. Wishes 
These TEKES the best of 
luck: J. Wilson. A. Neibes. 
T. Faluey. M. Kaye. J. 
Flick, S. Hook, M. 
Lindhorst, E. Springer, B. 
Kmzig, S. Javornik. 
1973 Glenbiook Mobile 
home 14 x 64 furmsheel 
many extras on natural gast 
Lot in BG excel, conqy 
874-8330 between 5:30 C 
lQ,:3,0p.m. —i^a-3 
520 E. Reed new large f 
bed apts. furn. air 280/mo. 
plus electric. Call 353-7381. 
525 N. Enterprise large ? 
bed duplex furn. arr 
270/mo. plus util. Call 
353-7381. 
Lrge. 2 bedm. apts. for 4 
students near campus. $80 
to 85/mo. per student. $" 
mo. leases. Ph. 352-7365. 
r 
1 bdrm. furn. apt. for spr 
qtr. All util. & cable 
included. 352-1186. 
Single rms. for m & J 
students w/cooking 4 neat 
campus. Spr. qtt. 352-736i 
[' 
Mobile home. Howard)* 
Trailer Court. Ph. 352-710t. 
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSONj. 
FURNISHED, AC. FREE 
TV CABLE. TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOB 
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER 
STUDENT. LOCATED At 
521 E. MERRY NEAR 
CAMPUS, EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. ** 
BEDROOM. 4 PERSON;, 
FURNISHED, A-C. FREC 
TV CABLE. TENANT 
PAYS ONLY FOR 
ELECTRIC. S65/MO. PEaJ 
STUDENT. LOCATED AT 
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. *FOR MOR6 
DETAILS CALt 
NEWLOVE REALTY,' 
353-7381. A 
FOR SALE 
Little Laurie, I'm super 
excitefl to have YOU as a 
littler L*U Your big, 
Linda. 
VALENTINE PLANTS at 
the Rain Forrest. Give a 
lasting    gift.    190S    South 
Like new Conn trumpet. 
Used 6 wks. $165. Call 
352-2078 
Pioneer Spks.. JBC Quad 
amp. and turntable 420 
watts, Teec 360-S cassette 
1 yr. old. 686-2455 Call 
before   1  p.m. after  9 p.m. 
R-330 Superscope AM-FM 
Rec. Dual 1224 Turntable 1 
pr. 12" speakers. Must sail. 
352-6765. 
I Pair K-2 244 Skis. Never 
used. $185 skis for $150. 
352-7823. 
Puppies-Airedale * mixed. 7 
wks. Shots A wormed. 
352-5029 attar 8 p.m. 
64 VW rebuilt angina good; 
body not. Sell angina or for 
parts as Is. $130. Best offer. 
352-9354 eves 
STUDENT APARTMENTS? 
352-1800 or 352-4671.      ■ 
House  1  bik- from campus-. | 
Subl.        for        summer; 
352-4307. 
Apt. to sublt. avail, for li 
during spr. qtr. Very dose 
to campus. Call Mares 
372-2003, or 352-8844.     S 
I.  to   1 £• 
close     rl 
To sublet  immed. 
located      very 
campus. Call 352-1439. j| 
Campus Manor now rentirljf 
for sum. & fall. Specijj; 
summer rates. Fall ratfe 
from $80/mo. up. All uttti 
pd. except electric. Gafci 
heat, & a/c. Ph. 352-9302 ti 
352-7365 eve. ifl 
2    rms.    for    rent   w/ext^i, 
features,  m. only  for  infi! 
call 352-6000. 
' * Vr   house    1    bdrm.   for M 
students 9 mo. lease across, 
from campus. 352-7365. 
. j 
Apt. to Sub. 1 or 2 girls. Call; 
352-3576 ext. 289 betv 
7:30 4 3:30. 
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Collector explains 'Coors Mystique' 
> 
By Joe "Lite" Wollel 
SUff Reporter 
When Dt. Michael 
Peirton talks about 
i^tnenkugel. Ortlieb and 
Frothingslosh. he's not 
talking about students 
behind their backs. He's 
talking about his beet 
cans-all 400 of them. 
When he started 
collecting beer cans a few 
years ago. Dr. Pearson, 
associate professor of 
marketing, said he thought 
the cans would be a unique 
thing to decorate his office 
with. , 
"I also thought I could 
pull the students in to talk 
about   beer   cans     if   not 
academics," he. said. Since 
then, his collection has 
grown to about 400 to 500 
cans. 
Many cans come from the 
travels of Dr. Pearson and 
his students. He said that 
when he travels, he picks up 
any cans which the others 
might need. 
Dr. Michael Pearson started collecting beer cans as interior decoration: now his 
collection numbers between 400 and 500 specimens, and he says it is getting tough 
to find new ones. (Newsphotos by Rob Yeager) 
NOW. however, he said 
he has gotten to the point 
where it is getting hard to 
find new cans. 
"Somebody will come in 
and ask. 'Have you got a 
Coors?' Well, although 
Coors is scarce around here, 
it's the fourth largesl beer in 
the country," Dr. Pearson 
said. He said he is looking 
for Coors in 11 -ounce and 
15-ounce cans, which have 
not been made for several 
years. 
Within a decade or so. Dr. 
Pearson said only a few 
large brewers will be left. 
Most small breweries are 
being absorbed by other 
brewers, he said, adding thai 
the days when every town 
iiad a brewery are gone. 
"The small, local brewery 
is a dying breed," he said, 
and he has come to like cans 
from the smaller breweries, 
since they are becoming 
scarce. 
DR. PEARSON said he 
tends to look at his 
collection as noslalgia, a 
pan of popular culture. It 
does not have a dollar value 
to him. he said, whereas 
other, more avid collectors 
place trading values on cans. 
The altitude of some 
collectors has become "I'll 
trade you two Mlcke) 
Mantles for a Willie Mays," 
Dr. Pearson said. 
He said that, in 
retrospect, he might not 
have started collecting cam 
if he had known how many 
people collect them. 
"It's a casual thing to 
collect." he said, friends 
have sent him beer cans 
from Australia. Japan and 
Europe. 
Dr. Pearson described 
what he calls the "Coors 
Mystique" associated with 
the  Rocky Mountain beer. 
"For the most part, 
you're psyched out before 
you ever drink It," he said. 
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Brewers such as Coors 
strongly have controlled 
their distribution, he said. If 
these brewers lost their 
control, they would lose the 
"Coors Mystique." 
OTHER BREWERS, such 
as Olympia. have not been 
overpowering in their 
marketing. Dr. Pearson said. 
He said that he has done 
a taste test with carbonated 
beverages in his classes. 
Blindfolded students most 
- often cannot tell the 
difference between them, he 
said, and said he expects the 
same to be true of beer. 
Speaking from Ins 
position as a marketing 
instructor. Dr. Pearson said 
many of his beer cans use 
rcd--a hot color-on their 
labels. They also tend to 
have a dominant light coloi 
in the background, he said. 
While his collection 
consists mostly of I .-ounce 
cans. Dr. Pearson said he 
would like to gel some 
gallon cans. The gallon cans 
usually     are 
"mini-kegs." 
labeled 
|   Call Fact Line    \ 
AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR 
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR? 
Give PA AT a call 
PEER ACADEMIC ADVISING TEAM 
2-2657 
10-8 MON.-FRI.     FEB. 3-13 
WEDNESDAY IS 
COLLEGE ID 
NIGHT 
THERE ARE a couple of 
national organizations for 
beer can collectors, he said, 
including the Beer Can 
Collectors of America, 
headquartered in St. Louis. 
Mo. 
While beer cans are 
common now. Dr. Pearson 
said it is conceivable that 
legislation could be passed 
to outlaw them. Several 
European countries already 
have moved in (his 
direction, he said. Europe 
lias a stronger ecological 
movement than the United 
Stales, Dr. Pearson said, and 
that they also have a bigger 
pollution problem. 
Dr. Pearson said he is 
willing to let students go 
through his collection, and 
will give up some of his 
doubles to collectors. He 
also is interested in finding 
other persons in the area 
who are collectors, he said 
THURSDAY 
LADIES NIGHT 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 
FRAZEE AVE. APARTMENTS 
BRAND NEW 
TWO BEDROOM APPTS. 
FEATURING 
• 1. Two Full Baths 
2. New Furniture Throughout 
3. New University Tennis Courts 
Across the Street 
4. On Campus Location "Only 
one Block from the Towers" 
CALL NOW FOR 
RENTAL INFORMATION 
352-0717 
*«- 
TOLEDO'S ONLY 
EUROPEAN STYLED 
DISCO 
BRING THE AD, GET IN FREE FRI OR SAT 
3415 DORR ST. AT BYRNE - 536-2001 
OPEN WED - SAT 
7m I^$M£\      -This Valentine's Day, say it with p^    AJ 
■      ^^^ in our 
Special Valentine Crystal Heart Shaped Bud Vase with cut flowers - roses & carnations while they last - 
$5.25 (tax included) ORDER AHEAD! 
order flowers for 
your hometown 
sweetheart or mom 
We are a tele flora 
Florist 
Flowers bv Wire 
CALL IN ADVANCE 
TO INSURE DELIVERY" 
H   : ROSES & CARNATIONS by the dozen spring floral 
arrangements 
all types of 
green plants 
FREE DELIVERY 
IN B. C. 
Free Delivery in Bowling Green 
KLOTZ fLOWER FARM ~—" 
oh, spaghetti! 
only 99 
tonight i. every wed. night  cxfcT/*" 
5 p.m. ■9a.m. v     ( 
®r 
soffy. fH» dfMivery on ihts SIHH uil 
HITCH UN DOWN 
TO PAGL1AIS PagliQl's 
• pizza e subs e spaghetti 
1004 S. Main, B.G. Ph. 352-7571 
*••••••••••••••* 
*        ALPHA        $ 
DELTA PI 
WELCOMES THEIR 
NEW PLEDGES i 
KATHY MITTERHOLZER £ 
FRAN OCHYRA J 
SHARON TWEED * 
PAULA WEUODAU      * 
JEAN HOLLINGER       £ 
*••••••••••••*•* 
5 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
i 
KIM AWE 
LAURIE MEARS 
JANICE CULKER 
7 GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD NOMINATIONS! 
CINEMA 1 
NKlulMW     MSTNCTUM' 
"HIT ACTOC - Al PACIHO 
• 1ST DH1CIO»    - WMVIUKUT 
tOWllNGG'HN 
STADIUM PLAZA 
NOW! "ONE OF THE YEAR'S    10 BEST 
FILMS!" 
CINEMA 2 THf TRUTH AT LAST'' 
OVEI 
TMNOMT 
"WNMNMMC" 
M 7:30 MO 
•:«*r.M. iWaw^ 
uciw mmkml. 
George C. Scott 
'The Hlndenourg 
/IniK Bancroft 
CLA-ZEL ALL SEATS... ALL THE TIMt! 
BOWLING Gil IN OH 
PM Ullttl 
STARTS 
FRI 
NO 
INCREASE 
IN PRICES! 
JAWS 
H        THE NO. 1 MOTION 
~     PICTUM OF All TIME I 
IS 
BACK1 
i 
Overtimed 
Falcons drop 5-4 decision to Notre Dame 
By Hill Estep 
Anistant Sports Editor 
It couldn'l have come at 
a more unopportune time. 
Coming off a 7-6 loss last 
Tuesday at the University of 
Michigan (I'M) and facing a 
crucial league series this 
weekend at Lake Superior, 
the Falcon hockey squad 
was deal I a 5-4 overtime loss 
by Notre Dame last night at 
the Ice Arena. 
Holding their highest 
national-ranking ever, a 
third place KBII. (writers' 
poll) standing entering the 
game, the loss left the 
Falcons with a 16-5-1 
season record. 
Notre Dame, meanwhile, 
which lost to BG a month 
ago, improved  to  14-12-2. 
Bowling Green's bid to 
avoid a mid-season losing 
streak was stymied at ihe 
2:48 mark of the extra 
period when the Irish's 
Brian Walsh scored from the 
slot with assists coming 
from Dan Byers and Alex 
Pirus. 
"I would have to say it 
was a combination of 
things.'' Mason said of (he 
loss. "Our goaltending was 
off, especially in the first 
two periods and our timing 
was horseshit." 
Well, a change of goalies 
in  the  third  period solved 
the net minding problems. 
With    BG    trailing   4-3 ! 
entering   the  third  stanza, 
starter Mike Luit was pulled 
from   the   Falcon   goal  in 
favor of Al Sarachman. 
Sarachman, who guarded 
the BG nets in the loss to 
UM, turned back 16 Notre 
Dame shots in his brief 
appearance. 
Freshman center Mark 
Wells' driving slap shot 
from the blueline at 8:44 of 
the third period rrom 
defensemen John Mavity 
and Tom Thomas gave the 
Falcons new life and forced 
the game into overtime. 
Only 32 seconds after the 
initial    faceoff.   the   local 
skaters opened the game» 
scoring when Dave fcaston 
snuck the puck around the 
net and past Moher with an 
assist from Kevin 
Macdonald. 
Luit, meanwhile, who 
shutout the Irish, 5-0, in the 
earlier meeting, yielded the 
first Notre Dame score a 
minute later at the 1:38 
mark ol the period. 
Attempting to dump the 
puck down ice, Pat 
Novitzki's shot from the 
blueline slipped by an 
unbalanced Luit and 
silenced a vocal crowd of 
2,035. 
Rich Nagai tipped in 
linemate Tom Newton's 
backhander in front of the 
net at 3:48 to open the 
second period scoring and 
winger Jack Lainc gave BG ^ 
3-1 advantage at 6:21> when 
he picked up a loose puck 
behind the net and swept it 
by Moher unassisted. 
But coach Ron Mason's 
contingent spent the 
remainder of the period in 
their own zone-and the 
result was three quick Notre 
Dame goals. 
Facing a firing-squad like 
Irish barrage and little help 
from his defensemen, luit 
and Co. were hit at II 00 
11:54 and 12:21. 
\ 
Injured cagers battle CMU 
Harty Falcon center Mike Hartman (8) controls the puck on this play in last night's 5-4 overtime losslo Notre Dame. However, BG's 
overall timing was off in addition to the goaltending as the Irish 
avenged an earlier-season 5-0 loss here. (Newsphoto by Mindy 
Millipn) 
By Dick Rees 
Sprots Editor 
It's rematch time. 
Or the beginning of 
rematch season. 
Seven of the Falcon 
cagers' next (and final)eight 
games will be against 
MidAmerican Conference 
(MAC) foes that Bowling 
Green previously 
encountered this season. 
BG won lour of the seven 
Initial battles, but lour of 
the upcoming seven, 
including tonight's contest 
against    Central    Michigan 
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Gymnasts drop Miami 
By I .urn Leach 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bowling Green's women 
gymnasts stretched then 
record to .'-2 Saturday with 
an 86.S0-76.90 trouncing of 
Mian.i University at Oxford 
For the second meet in a 
row ai.d only the sound 
meet ol ihe season, the 
Falcons won every event 
including then nemesis, Ihe 
uneven bars. 
A surprise winiiei on the 
uncvens was freshman 
Kathy Gavin, who scored 
7.2 to take honors. Team 
captain Kaicn Glenn, 
usually the top Falcon 
gymnast on the bars, look 
second wild a M 5. 
PERFORMANCES     ON 
the bars were scored low. 
enabling     freshman     Pain 
Culler to place fourth with I 
ralhct mediocre 4.9 and 
allowing BG to win the 
event. 
BG's top mullet Maity 
Wacker still was suffering 
front   ihinipHnti   in   ihe 
Miami meet .uid scored only 
6.6, sharing third place with 
tc.immate Gavin. Glenn was 
the top vaulter In the meel 
with     7.2.     Malia     May. 
Hoover, who is coming off 
an injury she suffered earlier 
in Ihe season Hoover placed 
third with 7.2.. May look 
fourth place with 7 15 and 
Terry Brown finished sixth 
with 6.45": 
BG swept the top five 
places in floor exercise to 
win that event and the 
meet. Nancy Thorn, whose 
routines steadily have been 
improving, took the top 
spot with 8.55. Kelly 
I enli.ii t  unexpectedly lied 
Robin llowerton lot second 
place in floor exercises with 
8.05. 
Rounding out ihe floor 
ex scoring for BG were 
Glenn, who scored 7.0 for 
fourth place, and May, who 
finished in fifth place with 
7.55.  . 
University  (CMU),  are  on 
foreign hardwoods. 
TIP-OFF is set for 7:30 
tonight as the Falcons, 8-11 
overall and 4-5 in the MAC. 
will try to recover from 
consecutive 24,25 and 
22-point setbacks. 
Coach Pal Haley's 
struggling hoopslers will try 
to snap a tliree-game losing 
skid in Dan Rose Center. 
However, BG hasn't won 
there the last two years and 
CMU boasts a phenomenal 
record on its home court. 
The Chips, last year's 
MAC tillists, are 3-6 in the 
league and 7-1 I overall. But 
they sport a 7-1 home 
record this year and have 
been 11-2 and '>■'. at home 
the past Iwo seasons. 
The only home loss this 
season came Saturday, when 
the Chips gave league leadei 
Western Michigan all it 
could, handle before the 
Broncos eked out a 76-7.1 
triumph. 
In I hat skirmish, 
witnessed by a record-crowd 
of 6419, CMU and Western 
were tied at 7.' with just 27 
seconds left in the game. 
TONIGHT'S game is the 
start of a three-game BG 
slate spread over jusl six 
days. Saturday the Falcons 
host Ohio University and 
then travel to Chicago 
Monday for a night 
engagement against Chicago 
Loyola. 
Il couldn't have come at 
a more inopportune time as 
injuries continue to mount 
in the Falcon camp. 
Senior starter John 
Arnold lias a mild 
concussion and a fractured 
nose as a result of a blow he 
received in Saturday's loss 
to Miami. 
Arnold didn't practice 
Monday or yesterday and 
may not even make the 
lengthy trip to Mt. Pleasant. 
Mich, today. 
Sophomore guard 
Chuckie James still is 
bothered by a twisted ankle 
that kept him out of the 
Miami contest. 
LEADING scorer Tommy 
Harris remains less than 100 
per  cent   effective  with  a 
strained hamstring muscle in 
his right leg. 
And Greg Kampe, who 
sprained an ankle against 
Toledo three weeks ago. 
continues to experience 
swelling in the ankle. 
That leaves Haley with 
few healthy players arid yet 
another game to "mix and 
milch" his starling live. 
The BG coach said Harris 
probably would move lo 
forward to learn with Ron 
llammye. with Andre 
Richardson opening in the 
pivot. 
Norvain Morgan is the 
lop from line sub. 
In the hackcourl. 
sophomore Jim l-eckley and 
an ailing Kampe probably 
will    gel    Ihe   nod.   with 
freshman Jerry Huntei and' 
possibly James lending 
support. 
Radio station WAWR 
(9S.S FM) will broadcast 
tonight's game beginning at, 
7:30. " 
<4 
Wrestlers ! 
host ONU 
Bowling Green's wrestlers 
(6-7) once again will 
attempt to climb lo the* 
.500 mark tonight when I 
they host lough Ohio 
Northern University (ONU) 
in Anderson Arena. The 
first bout will begin at 8. 
Swimmers travel to Ashland 
By David Sniercina 
Staff Writer 
The Howling Green swim 
team should be able to raise 
ils dual meet record to five 
wins and three defeats in 
today's 3 p.m. meet al 
Ashland College. 
"We can beat them." said 
BG coach Tom Stubbs, "but 
they have just enough talent 
to worry you." 
The Fagles are weak in 
diving and the distance 
events. Stubbs said, adding 
that he believes Ins 
boardmen. Kurt Seibenick 
and Jed Cole, will be able to 
take one-two in both events. 
and thai Jon Watts should 
have an easy lime in ilie 500 
and 1.000 yard freestyle. 
"THEY'VF   GOT  fairly 
good depth lit the sprints. 
We're not too great there. 
We're pretty appiehensive 
•bout thai area." the BG 
mentor said. 
Chris Price has recorded 
beltei limes than any 
Ashland swimmer in Ihe 
individual medley and 
should have no trouble 
winning il. Stubbs said he 
thinks Dav( KoeViig should 
win ihe backstroke, and 
thai the butterfly and the 
breutrokc wilt end up being 
close. • 
Because of ils sprint 
strength. Ashland call 
capture the 400-yard 
freestyle relay, the final 
event. 
The first one. the 
400-yard medley relay, will 
be piviiol in today's meet., 
Stubbs said the result of this 
relay "will be the key ot 
what we do with certain 
swimmers later in the 
meet.' 
BG will be attempting t* 
make il ihree straight wins' 
over  the  Lagles,  hopefully 
raising the series record 10 
4-3 in ihe Falcon's favor. 
lot showing 
impi oveineni in her 
performance, placed second 
with 7.0. 
Balance beam and floor 
exerdM were, as usual, the 
Falcons' best events, 
although the beam was the 
sole evenl that BG did not 
take a first in. 
GLENN TOOK i iinner-up 
spot on ihe beam, scoring 
7.45.  followed  by Theresa 
Volleymen best TU in opener 
By Mike Mohner 
It was more than just a 
victor) for Bowling Green 
head volleyball coach John 
Tilton -- il was something 
extra special 
The BG mentor look his 
troops to the University of 
Toledo (Til) Saturday to 
open the season against his 
alma mater. The Falcons 
responded by rolling over 
the up-and-coming Rockets. 
3-1. in the best-of-five 
match. 
Tilton    expressed    deep 
concern in opening against 
Taylor's victory leads tracksters 
Senioi speedster Ron Taylor led ihe Bowling Green track 
efforts over the weekend at the Michigan Slate Indooi 
Relays 
Taylor sprinted home with the Falcons' lone 
championship in Ihe competitive meet with a victory in ihe 
300-yard dash. 
His winning lime of 31.0 was a season best performance 
in the evenl and was ihe best indoor 300 recorded since 
Eddie Watkins clocked a 31.3 in l')72. 
The school record in ihe evenl. which is not run at the 
NCAA championships, is held bv Henry Williams (1466) at 
30.5. 
IN ADDITION lo Taylor. Brian Storm shook off a 
iwo-week slump and turned in a fourth place effort in the 
60-yard dash at 6.3. 
The two-mile relay squad of Gary Desjardins. Rick 
llutchinsmi. Mark Butler and Dm Dunton was the only 
other BG entry to place in the meet. They turned in a 
7:38.8 clocking for fourth place. 
In the field events, school recordholder Lew Maclin look 
third place in the triple jump with a leap of 47-3!4. 
TU. because it was Ihe first 
lesl for his inexperienced 
squad. In addition, the TU 
program has been iinpioving 
steadily over the last few 
years. Add to this that RG is 
TU's biggest match of Ihe 
season and you will find the 
unit of Tilton's concern. 
THE FALCONS jumped 
out quickly in ihe opening 
game, taking a 5-1 lead. TU 
bounced back to lie al 5-5 
and again at 6-6 before BG 
reeled off seven straight 
points in coasting to a 15-8 
win. 
BG came out smoking in 
game two, taking an III 
lead. It was short-lived, 
however,   as   TU   cut   the 
margin to 11-10. BG then 
extended its lead lo 14-10 
and held on for a 15-12 win. 
TU'S ONLY victory ot 
the match came in the third 
game. 16-14. The Falcons 
came from behind to lie the 
score at 14-14 but fell 
victim to their own mistakes 
in dropping the decision. 
BG clinched the match 
by taking the fourth game 
15-12. Both teams came 
from behind in this game. 
TU came back first from an 
8-3 deficit to take a 11-9 
lead. It then was BG's turn 
as it rallied for six straight 
points in copping the game 
and the match. 
Congratulations 
KAPPA 
SIGMA 
PLEDGES 
PHIL COLE JACK ADVENT 
JOE ALGE BILL MANOS 
TERRY RYAN      RON ERFMAN 
STEVE FORSYTHE 
♦ ♦ THE SILVER ANNIVERSARY CONCERT DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET NUN PAUL [XSMONtl l<X MORtLLO 
/i<^»«W«     |i»   MARCH 2 
rw>       ^k*\ 8:30 P.M. 
GENERATIONS 
ot     Jt^    BF TOLEDO'S 
watoca.fl   kaWT MASONIC 
AUDITORIUM 
Tickets $5.50/6.50/7.50 
PHONE:   419/472-1157 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
OrtOER EARLY FOR THE JAZZ EVENT OF A LIFETIMEI 
GET A LOVE BUNCH... 
FOR THE 
ONE YOU 
LOVE A BUNCH 
BRIGHAMS 
1026 N. MAIN   Ph. 332-2686 
ARE YOU TIRED OF 
SHARING YOUR 
BEDROOM? 
STADIUM VIEW 
OFFERS YOU THE 
CHANCE TO HAVE 
YOUR OWN 
PRIVATE 
BEDROOM. 
1624 CLOUGH STREET 
STUDENT SECTION 
352-5088 
Wednesday Is 
PIZZA NIGHT 
at trusty's Pizza 
$1.00 Off Any Large 
or Extra Large Pizza 
Din* in or pickup 5-8 P.M. 
532 E. Wooitar Ph. 352-3551 
